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Heated Eye Massager ANLAN 08-AYBA13-0GA
Discover a new dimension of relaxation with the heated eye massager ANLAN 08-AYBA13-0GA. Perfect for use at home, work, or while
traveling, this massager combines comfort and style. With adjustable temperature, vibration modes, breathable materials, soft sponges,
a comfortable strap, and an attractive design, ANLAN offers relaxation for your eyes.
 
Adjustable Temperature and Vibration Level
The  ANLAN  08-AYBA13-0GA  allows  you  to  customize  the  heat  and  vibration  type  to  your  individual  preferences,  offering  three
temperature levels. This makes the massager perfect for various needs, from gentle warming to intense warm massage. These features
make the device suitable for all seasons and different levels of eye fatigue.
 
Safety and Comfort
The specially designed perforated surface for the eyes prevents excessive heating, ensuring safety and comfort during use. Additionally,
the soft, breathable sponges in the massager provide optimal hygiene and comfort, even during prolonged use.
 
Comfortable Strap
The  comfortable  strap  of  this  massager  is  designed  not  to  press  on  the  ears,  which  is  crucial  for  extended  use.  This  enhancement
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ensures that the massager stays in place while avoiding discomfort.
 
Versatility and Ease of Use
The ANLAN massager can easily be connected to a PC, charging adapter, or power bank, making it highly practical in various situations.
Its versatility makes it an ideal solution for both home and travel use.
 
Attractive Design
With  its  charming  panda-inspired  design,  the  ANLAN  08-AYBA13-0GA  massager  stands  out  from  other  devices  of  its  kind.  It  not  only
provides  relaxation  and  comfort  but  also  features  a  stylish  design  inspired  by  pandas,  adding  a  fashionable  character  to  the  device.
Moreover,  it  comes  with  a  practical  timer  and  vibration  function,  enhancing  the  effectiveness  of  the  massage  and  facilitating  time
management during relaxation.
 
 
Specifications
BrandAnlan
Model08-AYBA13-0GA
ColorWhite-Grey
Temperature AdjustmentYes

Price:

€ 31.00

Health & Beauty, Skincare equipment
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